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We tried an experiment this year, and I’ll have to think about how it
worked. We had our one worship service before the Annual Meeting at 9:00
a.m. instead of 10:00 so that we could finish up earlier.
So let’s look at the results: despite our attempts to get the word out, a
fair selection of members showed up for 10:00 services. Obviously, something in the process didn’t achieve the purpose. On the other end, even
though we did have the desired effect of an earlier start and finish to the Annual Meeting, a large number of people had to leave before the meeting was
over.
So did the experiment succeed? I don’t know! We’ll have to talk
about it some more.
But if you were at the meeting, and a great many of you were – at
least for a while – you would say, I think, that it was a success. We heard
many good things about our Parish’s programs, we had good news about our
budget, we have a new Vestry, and we have a full complement of Delegates
and Alternate Delegates for this year’s convention.
One of the things I had to say was that I have a good feeling about
where we are right now as a Parish. There has been a sense for several years
that we have been shrinking, both in numbers and in money. But that wasn’t
the whole story. The people we have are people who feel that we are not just
Episcopalians, we are St. Andrew’s Episcopalians. People who come in and
see us at worship, at play, or in action see a family in God that wants to be a
part of this parish family and its presence in the San Lorenzo Valley. We are
becoming more and more committed to the process of growing together as a
community in Christ, and we have among us now people who have walked in
the door and have not wanted to leave.
The people of St. Andrew’s have also been faithful about supporting
the congregation with their time, talent and treasure. We were counting nickels toward the end of the year, but ended with a surplus thanks to the generosity and commitment of all of us, and we start this year with a bank balance and
a smaller “faith” line item, by far, than we had expected.
It’s too bad more people don’t know about us.
*****
Let’s take a look ahead. Our new Vestry will include returning members Paul Balch, Ray Wentz, Gina Carling, Jennifer Kennedy and Tillie Cummingham. Jerry Fishel, Randi Alves and Elizabeth Forbes rotate off the Vestry this year. The returning members will be joined by new members Susi
Vallderuten, Teresa Ruff and Barbara Banke. Paul will be continuing as Senior Warden, and Ray will replace Jerry Fishel as Junior Warden. Other areas
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As the prayer chain coordinator for our church this seemed like
a natural direction to take my ministry project. Who to pray? At first I
invited those who serve on the prayer chain with me. But at some point
during the project I realized that less isn’t more in relation to prayer so I
put the word out in our newsletter inviting everyone to join us.
How to pray? This was the easiest part of the project for me. I
broke the church down into five areas: 1. Clergy: Blaine, our rector and
Jim, our deacon. 2. Administration: Sharon, our secretary and treasurer.
3. Vestry 4. Altar Guild 5. St. Andrew’s Preschool. I contacted each of
these and asked how we could pray for them.
When to pray? We prayed together each first Sunday of the
month at 9:30 a.m., for three months. I made sure that we began as close
to 9:30 as possible and I kept us on track so no one was late for the 10
o’clock service. We met, we prayed, and we were done. I hoped that by
keeping the meetings short and to the point people would be willing to
participate. It worked!
What did I learn? The first thing I learned was that I needed to
stop being so shy about asking people to join me in my project. This didn’t happen overnight, but blossomed over the three months. I was
forced to tell people about my project, which led to telling them about
discerning my call, which led to all sorts of wonderful opportunities to
connect with people. And this led me to welcome the chance to connect
with people everywhere I went which was just one blessing after another. I ended up extending the invitation to join our prayer group by putting an article in our newsletter. One person joined the group and also
joined our prayer chain (YAY!) and one couple who loved the idea of the
project but weren’t able to stay for the prayer meetings also joined our
prayer chain (double YAY!)
The next big thing I learned was that I needed to be definitive, to
tell them what time we’d meet, rather than letting them tell me what
worked for them. I was stuck for almost a month trying to find a time
that worked for everyone. It finally came to me that most everyone
could meet briefly between the 8 and 10 o’clock services.
Overall, the greatest lesson was about seeing how we’re all connected and how exciting it is to reach out and meet someone new and
tell them about myself and get to know them too. Along with this came
the gift of watching God grow me as I moved through this project.

Responses welcome. Contact Elizabeth, elizaethdhf@gmail.com
or Paula, pauladalejansen@gmail.com
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The Lenten Pretzel
A very long time ago, (in the early 600’s) there was a monk who gave everything in his life to God. He lived with other monks, who prayed and read the Bible
many times during the day. They lived together in a monastery. This monk had
been in the kitchen where other monks were baking a special bread for lent, and he
saw some leftover pieces of dough. He decided to use the leftover pieces of dough
for something special.
The monk formed the dough into thin strips, and then crossed them into a
looped twist to be like the folded arms of children in prayer. The pretzel really has
its origins as an official food of Lent.

They began calling the treat "Pretiola", which means "little reward" in Latin. A different version of the story calls them bracellae, a German word that eventually became pretzel. Soon it was known the world over as a pretzel. The simple shape of
the pretzel, arms folded in prayer, reminds us to pray every day.
Lent is the 40+ days before Easter. The monk in our story lived in a time when
you could not eat meat or milk or eggs during Lent. So he and his brother monks
had to figure out a special bread that did not use eggs or milk. The monks were
preparing a special Lenten bread of water, flour and salt – which is what pretzels
are still made out of today. Pretzels were a common food given to the poor and
hungry. They were cheap and easy to make and satisfied hunger. Pretzels are a
spiritual reminder of God knowing a person’s needs and answering our prayers.

—————————————————————————————

the back page
Praying for St. Andrew’s
Paula Jansen

I mentioned in a previous article that the Commission on Ministry (COM)
asked those of us called to ordained ministry to do a ministry project. We were urged
to limit the project to three months. Now that I've finished, I'm wondering if any of
you would like to keep it going. Although many of us pray for St. Andrew's on our
own, there seemed to be something special and strong in our meeting together to
pray for the church. Please contact me if you'd like to continue that 15 minute prayer
session once a month for St. Andrew’s. In the meantime, here is the report I sent to the
COM. Many thanks to those who joined me in the project and encouraged me. The
project wouldn't have happened without you all.
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of focus will be determined at the Vestry Retreat, which will take place in several weeks.
Our Convention Delegates will be Barry Holtzclaw and Donna
Brough, and Alternate Delegates will be Tillie Gunningham and Judyth Suttle.
We did not have a volunteer to be the Vestry Clerk for the coming year, and
we could still use one. Is someone out there hearing the Holy Spirit’s suggestion that they take on this ministry?
Last year’s Vestry was very active and we look forward to the new
one being that active also, though of course as it is a different grouping of people, it will have its own character and personality. One thing has not changed:
Vestry members count on other members of the congregation to pitch in and
help where and when necessary. St. Andrew’s members have always been
good at this.
Several things were mentioned as needs for special monetary donations. First is a sound system, for which we believe $1,400 is a ballpark figure. A fair amount of work has already been done on what to buy and how it
will be used, and we already have some donations for this. Second is resurfacing the parking lot, which it is estimated will run about $2,700. We have had
a number of temporary patches done, for which we can thank several of our
committed members, but they will not last forever. We need a full-scale resurfacing. Third is the condition of the furnaces in the Parish Hall. One dates to
the 50s and its useful life is just about over. Envelopes for each of these purposes are in Sharon’s office. If you give cash, make sure we know where it
comes from so you can be properly credited.
I am due for a sabbatical this year. I plan to take it
from mid-June to early September. I want to do some
writing about the ministry of the small church, and I
hope to visit some small churches in several other dioceses as a part of that
process. Our smaller churches are now a majority of the congregations in the
Episcopal Church, and I think we get too little respect and a lot of misunderstanding about our place in the larger Church. I hope to address those things.
To be clear, I also have a month of vacation; a sabbatical is restful but not a
vacation.
This will be my last sabbatical, as I will be required to retire (please
note both the alliteration and the rhyme) before another five years are up. I am
looking forward to both the time and the task, and thank you for making it
available in my Letter of Ministry Agreement.
How do you define the Church? You could do wor se than to
simply write a description of St. Andrew’s, its ministries and activities, its community, and its determination to grow and live in love
of Christ and one another. If not a definition, it would at least be
an example of what we mean when we use the word. -Blaine
3
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Feb. 17: 6 pm, Shrove Tuesday, aka Mardi Gras or Fat Tuesday. Pancake Supper in the Parish Hall, $7 suggested donation.
Feb. 18: Ash Wednesday. Imposition of Ashes, 6 pm, in the sanctuary.
Soup Suppers, 6 pm, Weds. of Lent: Feb. 25, Mar. 4, 11, 18, & 25.
March 29: Palm Sunday
Mar. 29 — Apr. 3: Holy Week (schedule TBA)
Apr. 5: Easter, the Feast of the Resurrection!

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Some Books for Lent:
** from Loyola Press: www.loyolapress.com/books-for-lent.htm. Several of
these looked promising.
** from the Episcopal Bookstore: episcopalbookstore.com/search.aspx?
term=lent. Ditto this resource.
Go to these or other web sites & find a book to take on your Lenten journey.
5 Lies American Culture Feeds Us Every Day——1. You Can Be Anything You Want to Be: The truth is every person has a unique set
of gifts. You can’t be anything you want to be. But this is a good thing. It frees you
up to be the man or woman God has called you to be.
2. Your Actions Have No Bearing on Anybody Else: Your actions are affecting others.
If not right now, then tomorrow or tomorrow. See # 4 below.
3. There is Only One Road You Can Take: God has a plan for your life. But only one
road—not so. God’s plan is not always linear. This is a Western mindset, not a Biblical one. God’s direction can include branches and offsets. The path to the final destination can be achieved more than one way.
4. Individualism is a Noble Pursuit: You should not be dependent on any other person. You take care of you. But that’s not the church. We trust and rely on God and
one another. We, together, are the body of Christ.
5. If You are not Busy, You are Lazy: Americans are exhausted men and women. Depression and anxiety are astronomically high. Why? Partly because our culture says
if every hour is not filled with something, you are lazy. To Jesus, Sabbath and retreating were as integral to His mission as engaging, healing and teaching.
—————

Why I Am An Episcopalian: Reason #33
Episcopalians try to love with the heart of Christ, think
with the mind of Christ, and act as if we were the body of
Christ.
Prof. Willis H. A. Moore, Diocese of Hawaii

from 101 Reasons to be Episcopalian
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Weber quotes many of Ben Franklin's aphorisms to make an important point. If we look at:
“Remember that time is money. He that can earn ten shillings a day by
his labor, and goes abroad, or sits idle, one half of that day, though he
spends but sixpence during his diversion or idleness, ought not to reckon that the only expense; he has really spent, rather thrown away, five
shillings, besides.”
This may sound familiar as “business” sense, but that sense is very
strongly Calvinist. Weber's very important point is that enough time passed
between the religious ferment of 16th century England and Ben's time that
the religious connotation faded. It has all but disappeared today – except
for its intent and results. The connection to God is gone, more or less, but
the ethic and all its implications are still here. It is simply assumed to be
how things are, unattributed to anybody, supernatural or not.
This brings me back to religio. If we acknowledge its pre-modern
meanings, it is pretty hard to avoid being “religious”. We all feel obligation
to something. One of the insights I came away with from my reading of Weber is that so much of the ethics, behavior, and attitudes of Puritanism remain in us on an unconscious level, even among the avowed agnostics and
“un-churched” among us. I don't have a problem with Calvinism per se. Our
Anglican tradition is indeed part Calvinist, part Lutheran, and part Catholic.
It is the unconscious, assumed part that is the problem that we all face.
What is it that we actually believe? And by belief, I mean its broader meaning of trust, not its other meaning of a rational acceptance of some proposition or statement. Like an iceberg, there is more below the water line than
above. Just realizing this is a significant step on our spiritual journey, and
exploring that depth is a lifetime of work. I pray that we continue searching.
February
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The Deacon’s Bench

by Jim Lieb

I received two books this Christmas that were a
perfect match for what I've been sorting out over the last
few months. One is Fields of Blood,
Religion and the History of Violence by Karen Armstrong,
one of my favorite contemporary authors on religion. The other is a surprise selection, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism by Max
Weber, whom I never heard of until now, which is probably because I
never took a class in sociology. It seems that he is one of the fathers of
the subject.
For this month, I would like to share some thoughts on two things
that I have learned so far. The first is the subject of religion and the second is how religion influences, if not steers our perceptions and actions
even if we deny that we are “religious”. If you attended the Eucharist and
Annual meeting on Jan 25, you would recall Blaine discussing “organized
religion”. He had it coming when he fed me the line, “Have you ever seen
organized religion?” He should know better. But Karen Armstrong says
something more to the point about that loaded word.
“The origins of the Latin religio are obscure. … [It] had imprecise connotations of obligation and taboo; to say that a cultic observance, a
family propriety, or keeping an oath was religio for you meant that it
was incumbent on you to do it. ... The word acquired an important
new meaning among early Christian theologians: an attitude of reverence toward God and the universe as a whole.”
This is very different from our post-reformation notion of religion. It is not “organized” at all unless you mean that this obligation organizes our very being. In any event, it is not about Diocesan Convention
or Vestry meetings. If you look at this older, more reliable definition closer, one can be vociferously atheist or anti-church but it is extremely hard
to not be religio. If you value anything and keep it safe, you have religio
toward it.
Max Weber brings an interesting outlook to the table. His book
traces the “protestant work ethic” back to Calvinism. He develops the social and psychological implications of Calvinism and how it formed the
minds of the Puritans who arrived at Plymouth Rock in 1620. He calls it
Protestant Asceticism, a development similar to the earlier Monastic Asceticism. The difference between them is their goals. In the monastic
case, work is for the glory of God as expressed in self-denial, work in the
community, and prayer. In the Protestant (Calvinist) case, it is personal
salvation through work that results in prosperity. I recommend the book.
It is long since out of copyright so you can find it online for free.
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St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
8th Annual
Bowl-a-thon Fund Raiser
Saturday, February 21, Noon – 4pm
At the Santa Cruz Boardwalk Bowl
--Check-in begins at 11:30—
Four-person teams are needed to compete for fun and prizes! Be a SAINT and sponsor a team. Each bowler is to raise a
minimum of $40.00 in donations and/or sponsors. Youth 17
and under will play for $20. Raffle tickets $1.00 each or 6 for
$5.00

Contact Tillie, 336-8215 or Sharon, 336-5994
Make checks payable to: St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church.
A challenge has been issued to the Rector and members of
St. Philip’s, Scotts Valley. Come see if they accept!

St. Andrew’s Women’s Reading Group

When: Feb 10th , 7 pm
Where: Karen's home, 335-5101
Book: The Goldfinch, by Donna Tartt

5
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Bowl-a-Thon: February 28, 2015
We are creating teams of 4. Each bowler under 18 needs to raise a minimum of $20. If you want to form a team, let Teresa or Sharon know.
————————————————————————————————————————————————

Facebook:
The youth group now has a Facebook
group page which will list events, discussions, and other information.
This is a CLOSED group, so you must be added by Teresa in order to be a
part of it. If you would like to be added, let Teresa know at Sunday School
and she will add you. We will be posting events, photos, and everyone is
welcome to add their own photos and messages.
Join us at https://www.facebook.com/groups/standrewsBenLomond/
————————————————————————————————————————————————

1st Sundays of the month: Youth Group-Hosted Breakfast
We will be cooking and serving breakfast in between the 8am and 10am
services. Teens - come between 8:30am and 9am to help setup and start
cooking. We will start serving breakfast at 9:15am.
Feb. 1 menu: French Toast
————————————————————————————————————————————————

Shrove Tuesday: February 17, 2015, 6:00 pm — $7 suggested donation
Teens, meet at the church at 5pm to set up for our annual Mardi Gras
feast .

Ski trip:
What an amazing time! There wasn't as much
snow as we had hoped, but there was enough to
have a great experience. We had a few firsttimers out there. We have already booked Camp
Sylvester for next year and hopefully we can
raise enough money this year to have it fully
funded. We also had a great discussion about
Samuel. Sometimes we have a hard time hearing
when God calls for us, not only by maybe not
knowing what He sounds like when He calls, but
also not recognizing what God may be calling to within us. It's hard to
recognize the gifts within ourselves that God has blessed us with. But
that's why God gave Samuel Eli. It was Eli that God worked through to
lead Samuel in the right direction. That's why we need each other. God
works through each of us to show one another what our special gifts are
and to help one another lead each other to God's call.

————————————————————————————————————————————————

Santa Cruz Warriors Basketball Game: February 27, 2015
Let Teresa or Sharon know if you want to go. It's $22 each. We will meet
at the church to carpool. Game's at 7pm.
————————————————————————————————————————————————

————————————————————————————————————————————————
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